


 

 

Summary 

Based on the safe system assessment the proposed change to make the Liverton Road intersection with SH2 left-in 

left-out, the closure of the Hebden Crescent intersection with SH2 and with the associated rerouting of traffic will result 

in an overall safer outcome.   

The safe system assessment shows that: 

 Removing the right turn movement from the Liverton Road / SH2 intersection will result in a significant reduction in 

road safety risk.  

 The quantum of additional traffic which may use one of the alternative routes is insufficient to change risk in the 

safe system assessment.  

The following other findings are noted: 

 The section of Hebden Crescent between its intersection with SH2 and the SH2/58 Haywards Interchange section 

could result in increased risk if the available traffic counts underrepresent current use, however, the increase in risk 

would be relatively low.   

 Based on the safe system assessment, the Gurney Road / Major Drive alternative route is the least safe of the 

three alternative routes but is unlikely to be an attractive route. As noted above, the additional traffic on this route is 

insufficient to change the safe system assessment risk on this route. The project plans to include signage to 

discourage the use of this route and Direct vehicles wishing to turn right out of Liverton Road to head north on SH2 

to turn around at the SH2/SH58 Haywards Interchange which is the safest of the three routes. 

  





 

 

Safe System Assessment 

What is a safe system assessment? 

A safe system assessment is a tool to help assess how closely road design and operation align with the safe system 

principles: 

  We promote good choices but plan for mistakes. 

 We design for human vulnerability. 

 We strengthen all parts of the road transport system. 

 We have a shared responsibility for achieving a Safe System 

The safe system assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the following international and national 

guidance: 

 Austroads Research Report AP-R509-16 Safe System Assessment Framework 

 Waka Kotahi Safe System Audit guidelines (August 2022) 

The safe system assessment calculates a score for major crash types by multiplying the scores for exposure, 

likelihood and severity. Each sub-aspect is scored out of four, as a result the highest score (least safe) for each crash 

type is 64 and the lowest (safest) is zero. The change in score for different crash types can be used to determine the 

difference between options / scenarios. 

Guidance on what constitutes a sub-aspect score (exposure, severity and likelihood) is provided in the Austroads 

guidance and includes quantitative and qualitative criteria. Each is described below at a high level: 

 Exposure is based on the number of users exposed to a potential crash; 

 Likelihood is based on the probability of a crash occurring and considers a range of factors including road 

environment, controls and behaviour; and 

 Severity is based on the likelihood of a crash resulting in a fatality or serious injury. 

In this assessment, in most locations, the only factor changing is the exposure resulting from rerouted traffic. 

Approach to the assessment 

The route has been split into homogeneous sections (sections which have similar characteristics e.g. cross section, 

operating speed) for the purpose of the safe system assessment. The following sections have been assessed: 

 Right turn out of Liverton Road 

 Hebden Crescent to SH2/58 Haywards Interchange  

 SH2/58 Haywards Interchange  

 SH2 southbound  

 Left turn out of Liverton Road and SH2 northbound  

 Gurney Road 

 Major Drive  

 Major Drive / SH2 intersection 

The following section summarises the safe system assessment score for each homogenous section. For simplicity, 

only the most applicable crash types have been considered for each section. For example, roads where there is no or 

very low exposure or likelihood of a crash type these have been excluded (e.g. Pedestrians on SH2). Cyclist and 

motorcyclist crash types have not been considered as the demand for either travel type is not expected to change as a 

result of this project and typically have very similar metrics to pedestrians (which have been considered where 

applicable).  

The estimated traffic at the intersection between Liverton Road and SH2 is 3681, it has been conservatively assumed 

approximately half of this (180 vehicles per day) are vehicles turning right out of Liverton Road. For the purpose of the 

 
1 Refer Aurecon Memorandum dated 2023-01-10 - Traffic Impacts of Closing Hebden Cres intersection with SH2 and removing  
Right Turns from intersection of Liverton Road and SH2 




















































